Research Services 2016 Snapshot

Research Liaison
Helping JCU researchers and HDR students

1,386 enquiries received about
Publications reporting 36%
Researchers (33%)
Research/ Administration (22%)
Researcher profiles & metrics 28%
NDRs (16%)
Data management 7%
Scholarly publishing 16%
Researcher education 13%

ResearchOnline@JCU
Sharing JCU research publications worldwide

32,993 Total Repository Items
20% Full Open Access
3,625,920 Total Downloads
From 196 Countries

4,078 ResearchOnline@JCU Items added in 2016 with 976,597 downloads

1,513 publications funded by Australian Research Council grants
792 publications funded by National Health & Medical Research Council grants

Research Data
Sharing JCU data globally; connecting data & publications

2,398 Repository Datasets
35 Datasets linked to ResearchOnline@JCU

Where are yours?

www.jcu.edu.au/library/about/research-support-services